
WALL WATER PROOFING

Grand Shine Floor Coat by Rubilux Paints offers unparalleled durability and shine for your 
flooring. It’s an advanced formula of acrylic and hybrid emulsion. It provides long period 
protection and aesthetics to the concrete based floors.

PRODUCT BENEFITS:
LOW WEAR AND TEAR
It provides a durable and good abrasion resistance. Results to 
the low wear and tear of the film. 
VIVID FINISH 
It enhances aesthetics of the cement flooring and provides a 
high sheen finish to the concrete floors. 
ADHESION AND PERFORMANCE
It provides an excellent adhesion to the cement substrate by 
good film strength under various environmental conditions.

PAINT APPLICATION METHOD

Recoat period is quoted for 25°C and 50% Relative Humidity, these may vary under different conditions.
* Mineral Turpentine Oil
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SUBSTRATES: CEMENT BLOCK | CONCRETE FLOORS | CEMENT BASED TILES 

OUR PACKS OUR PACKS 

1 ltr 4 ltr 20 ltr

DRYIMG TIME

6 - 8
HOURS

Grand Shine
FLOOR COAT

COVERAGE

On regular masonry surface by brushing 

1 COAT
35 - 45 sq.ft/ltr** 

1st coat

Grand Shine Floor Coat by Rubilux Paints offers unparalleled durability and shine for your 
flooring. It’s an advanced formula of acrylic and hybrid emulsion. It provides long period 



WALL WATER PROOFING

PRE PAINTING STEPS

SURFACE PREPARATION
Clean the floor thoroughly and remove any existing wax or sealant and fill any cracks or holes with crack 
filling paste. For new plastered concrete surface allow the surface to be cured for at least three to four weeks. 
CLEAN THE FLOOR
Clean the floor thoroughly to remove any dirt, dust, or debris.
REPAIR IMPERFECTIONS
Fill any cracks, holes, or dents with filler and sand smooth.
PRIME THE FLOOR
Apply Grand Shine floor coat as a primer to the concrete floor to improve adhesion and provide a uniform 
surface.
TAPE EDGES
Tape off baseboards, molding, and any other areas that you don't want to paint.
ALLOW TIME TO DRY
Give the surface adequate time to dry before proceeding with the painting process.

AVOID FOOT TRAFFIC
Avoid walking on the floor for at least 24 hours after painting to allow the paint to fully dry.
AVOID MOISTURE
Avoid exposing the floor to moisture for at least 72 hours after painting to prevent the paint from peeling or chipping.
CLEAN REGULARLY
Regular cleaning will help keep the floor looking its best. Use a gentle cleaner and a soft mop.
AVOID ABRASIVE MATERIALS
Avoid using abrasive materials such as steel wool or scouring pads to clean the floor as they can scratch the surface.
APPLY A SEALER
Consider applying a clear floor sealer to protect the paint and enhance the durability of the finish.

POST PAINTING CARE

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

     Read and Follow the Instructions: Read the  instructions carefully before using Grand Shine Floor Coat.
     Wear Protective Gear: Wear gloves and a respirator mask to protect yourself from fumes and chemicals.
     Ventilate the Area: Ensure the room is well ventilated during the painting process to avoid inhaling fumes.
     Avoid Skin Contact: Avoid skin contact with the paint and wash your hands thoroughly after handling it.
     Keep Out of Reach of Children: Keep Grand Shine Floor Coat and any related tools out of reach of children.
     Store Properly: Store Grand Shine Floor Coat properly in a cool, dry place to maintain its quality.
     Dispose of Properly: Dispose of unused paint and packaging materials in accordance with local regulations.
     In case of contact with eyes wash with water and if irritation persists you can seek medical attention.


